BLACK LIVES
MATTER
ACTION PLAN
REVIEW
May 2020 – December 2021

We identified five areas of action:
In May 2020, in response to the
murder of George Floyd Mountview
committed to addressing structural
and systemic forms of racism and
privilege within our institution.
In June 2020 we created a 23-point
target-driven action plan and
formed a working group of trustees
and staff to oversee it. We also
committed to regularly report our
actions to trustees, students and
alumni.
As we step down as joint CEOs of
Mountview, we wanted to share
a review of our actions over this
period. In the knowledge that
Mountview will need to continue
to review and refresh its approach
to tackling structural and endemic
inequalities, we have, through this
action plan, initiated a proactive
agenda to becoming an anti-racist
organisation.
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TRAIN AND EDUCATE
Ensure all permanent and visiting
staff and students are educated
about systemic and endemic
racism, inequality and implicit bias.

REPRESENT
Actively recruit and draw upon the
expertise of underrepresented
communities and review how we
engage students to represent and
promote Mountview.

LISTEN
Improve Mountview’s formal and
informal complaints and reporting
procedures and conduct them in a
culture of transparency.

4
5

SUPPORT AND CONNECT
Establish a safe environment
for students to be supported
and ensure we connect all our
communities.

ADVOCATE
Work as an institution with peer
drama schools and cultural industry
partners to tackle racism inequality
and injustice.

TRAIN AND EDUCATE
Ensure all permanent and visiting staff and students are educated about systemic and endemic racism, inequality and implicit bias

ACTION POINT
Create a Code of Practice and
display this building-wide

JUN – DEC 2020

DEC – JUL 2021

AUG – DEC 2021

Theatre Peckham carried out a
second round of anti-racism training
for further permanent staff

Theatre Peckham carried out a third
round of anti-racism training for
freelance staff

We reviewed our Code of Practice to
ensure it takes an anti-racist stance
and signals how to report microaggressions. This is displayed in all
studios, workrooms and the library

Incoming students and freelance
staff are now inducted in the Code
of Practice and the BLM action plan
annually at Induction

Training on the code of practice
is now delivered to all incoming
students and freelancers

Undertake training during staff
and student Induction and
create learning programmes and
discussion forums

The Voice Department worked with
the African-Caribbean Society to
create ‘Say It Right’ an audio library
of the correct pronunciation of
students’ names. This is refreshed and
circulated annually

We are looking at how to effectively
include future staff as well as students
in anti-racism training

Staff attended training on ‘Towards
Decolonising British Theatre’ by
Global Origins
Anti-racism training was undertaken
by senior and student-facing staff
delivered by Theatre Peckham

Aoife ˈi:fə

Alhena əˈleɪnə

Léona leɪˈjəʊnə

Isabel ˌi:saˈbel

Wu Bozhen w̹ u̹̹ : ˈbɔ:ˌdʒ̥ɛn

Aviv ə̞ˈvi:v

Ancuta anˈkʉta

Núria ˈnuɾia

Siara siˈaˑra

Tias ˈtiəs

Ntabiso nˈd̪ abiso

Bethlehem ˈbɛtˡləˌhɛm

Hrafnhildur ˈhr̥ ɑpnïlˌdœr̻
̚

Ethan ˈiˑθən

Xenia ˈzi:nə

Chumisa |ˈmi:sə

Odelia əʊˈdi:liʲɐ

Kaiah ˈkɐijə

Aisha ˈe̞ɪʃə

Yali ˈjali:

Mira ˈmiᵊɹɑ

Signe sɪŋˈnɛ

Suani swɑ̟ :ni:

Sterre ˈstɛɹə

SAY IT RIGHT

TRAIN AND EDUCATE
Ensure all permanent and visiting staff and students are educated about systemic and endemic racism,
inequality and implicit bias

ACTION POINT

JUN – DEC 2020

DEC – JUL 2021

AUG – DEC 2021

Review material choices
for productions, projects
and classes

This has now become a continuous and ongoing process for the Artistic Director, Course
Leaders and Heads of Discipline

Continue our work
repairing the curriculum
and further diversify
reading lists and online
resources

Cultural reading lists were
compiled and sent to staff
and students

Reading lists are updated
regularly

Copies were made available
in the library under their
own section

Teaching teams meet
regularly to share best
practice

Key texts are now available
in the staff room

Work with the Diversity
School Initiative (DSI)
to review Mountview’s
casting principles

Worked with the DSI to
review Mountview’s casting
in order to create a set of
casting principles

Regular updates in the
Monitoring, Review and
Enhancement report for
our degree validators UEA,
curriculum meetings and
revalidations keep this alive

Casting principles were
drafted for consultation

Casting principles were
completed, shared with
teaching staff and will be
included in the student
handbook
10 June 2021 Peckhamplex

DSI closed in December
2021

Continue to commission
new work, especially
for Black and other
underrepresented voices

Secured the rights to the
UK premiere of Beneatha’s
Place by Kwame Kwei
Armah
Commissioned film scripts
from two emerging
practitioners - Asa Haynes
and Esme Allman

Commissioned two further
short films from Stephanie
Street and Esme Allman (to
be directed by Mina Anwar
and Eke Chukwu) and a play
by Asa Haynes

Mountview will ensure
commissioning continuity
of new work from
underrepresented voices as
part of its artistic mission

rob
steal
swindle
a new play by asa haynes

Directed by Shane Dempsey - Set and Costume Design by Natalie Jackson
Lighting Design by ?? - Sound Design by ??

8 - 10 MARCH 2022 Backstage Theatre

REPRESENT
Actively recruit and draw upon the expertise of Black and other underrepresented communities and review how we engage students to represent and
promote Mountview

ACTION POINT

JUN – DEC 2020

Continue work with the Diversity
School Initiative (DSI) to improve
our policies and practices and
create a Black Lives Matter
Working Group involving Trustees,
Executive and staff

We became members of DSI in 2016
enlisted them to engage in a number
of initiatives.

Appraise and address the lack of
employment applications from
Black and other underrepresented
communities across the
organisation, but in particular for
teaching and production roles

Commissioned a review of our
employment policies and practices to
ensure it is transparent and equitable

DEC – JUL 2021

AUG – DEC 2021

We worked with DSI in their final
projects until their closure
Mountview’s senior leadership team
took part in an Anti-racism, Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion Away Day

DSI led a workshop with our Voice
Team to examine the aims and ethos
of our practice

Board Away Day for Trustees, the new
leadership team and the Executive
regarding BLM and Equality Diversity
and Inclusion planned for March 2022

Created and appointed an Associate
Role for Foundation teaching

We are recreating this role for
Foundation and reviewing the
option of creating a similar role
for Postgraduate training to be
implemented in 2022

REPRESENT
Actively recruit and draw upon the expertise of Black and other underrepresented
communities and review how we engage students to represent and promote Mountview

ACTION POINT

ACTION POINT

Establish targets for addressing the
lack of representation in staff teams
and ensure that the recruitment
process is transparent and equitable

Create training opportunities for
practitioners and alumni from Black and
other underrepresented communities
whose industry experience could
transfer into teaching roles through
training programmes and artist teacher
training residencies

JUN – DEC 2020
Reviewed our pool of audition team
practitioners to ensure greater diversity

AUG – DEC 2021

We have reviewed our recruitment
practices and protocols to ensure these are
transparent, equitable and accessible to all
applicants. An updated Staff Recruitment
and Retention Policy will be published in
January 2022
We are concluding a project to analyse
the diversity of our staff teams (including
freelancers and sessional staff) and our
recruitment applicants in 2021. Once
this project is complete we will establish
improvement targets for the next threeyear period

DEC – JUL 2021

Established a fund and created a new
salaried role – the Ptaszynski Producer –
for an early career practitioner to work
with Mountview for a year developing
their producing skills and linking to the
professional industry

AUG – DEC 2021

Ptaszynski Producer recruitment round
resulted in a strong roster of candidates
but a decision was taken to re-advertise in
the January 22
Meanwhile, one of the stronger
candidates was taken on as Mountview
staff on our short courses programme
Looking to create new opportunities
to support the development of future
staff, as well as creating a range of
opportunities such as fixed term contracts
and part-time roles to offer career
flexibility to existing practitioners

REPRESENT
Actively recruit and draw upon the expertise of Black and other underrepresented communities and review how we engage students to represent and
promote Mountview

ACTION POINT

JUN – DEC 2020

DEC – JUL 2021
Recruited and trained five Equalities
Champions with different lived
experiences to be available for
student support and advocacy

Appoint Equalities Champions
to be impartial and
informed points of contact
regarding racism, inequality,
discrimination or prejudice

AUG – DEC 2021

Launched the Equality Champions
programme with those appointed
undertaking training ready for being
active in their roles in early 2022

Equality Champions

Create a clear process for
students to become ambassadors
for events and for marketing
purposes to ensure it is
representative and equitable

Created a clear policy and process for
students to become ambassadors for
events and marketing to ensure it is
representative and equitable

Initiative suspended while we were
working online

The policy is now in place for all
events and marketing involving
students

LISTEN
Improve Mountview’s formal and informal complaints and reporting procedures and conduct them in a culture of
transparency

ACTION POINT

ACTION POINT

ACTION POINT

ACTION POINT

Ensure students and
staff have clear access
to the relevant policies
and know how to raise
issues confidentially

Create an anonymous
informal reporting
mechanism to identify
systemic and endemic
issues

JUN – DEC 2020

JUN – DEC 2020

Ensure all formal reports
of racism or inequality are
dealt with fully, robustly
and transparently and
that outcomes are
communicated effectively

Create open forums
for dialogue with
students, staff and
alumni from Black and
other underrepresented
communities

JUN – DEC 2020

JUN – DEC 2020

Reiterated where policies
can be found at Induction

DEC – JUL 2021
All relevant policies and
procedures are published
on our website or are
located on the student
intranet

AUG – DEC 2021
We have developed a policy
wayfinding tool to guide
students on how to raise
concerns and issues through
appropriate channels
This will be launched in
January 2022 to coincide
with the rollout of the
Equalities Champions who
will be trained to support
students to navigate
Mountview policies and
procedures

Created an anonymous
informal reporting form,
and posted the link in all
studios, workrooms and
in the library. An active
link was also placed on
the footer of all Student
Services emails
Republished the NonAcademic Concerns policy
highlighting the informal
stage

AUG – DEC 2021

Anonymous informal
reporting link shared with
incoming students and with
the Students Union
Its use is being monitored
and acted upon

We have created a log of
all reported student issues
which the Board now review
at each meeting

Feedback from the senior
teaching staff was that
this should be considered
only when we were back in
person after lock down due
to on-line overload

DEC – JUL 2021
Initiative paused

AUG – DEC 2021

Collaborated with the
Student Union to create
a student and staff
LGBTQIAP+ Forum in
October
We are planning a student
and staff forum around
‘building resilience’ in early
2022

SUPPORT AND CONNECT
Seek opportunities to connect our students and alumni to industry leaders and their peers from Black and other underrepresented communities

ACTION POINT
Appoint Equalities Champions
to be impartial and
informed points of contact
regarding racism, inequality,
discrimination or prejudice

JUN – DEC 2020

DEC – JUL 2021

Secured Mountview LIVE sessions
with Noma Dumezweni, Lenny Henry,
Kwame Kwei-Armah, Adrian Lester
and Lin-Manuel Miranda hosted
by Trustees Giles Terera and Ben
Lafayette.

Launched the Mountview Prize to
celebrate trailblazers who inspire
social change and whose lived
experience is inspirational to others.

Also worked with the AfricanCaribbean Society to produce an
edition with Paapa Essiedu

The Prize includes a bursary to a
talented young person from an
historically excluded community who
is in financial need to enable them
to attend Mountview’s part-time
Foundation in Acting course

AUG – DEC 2021

Awarded Honorary Doctorate to
Kwame Kwei Armah, Artistic Director
of Young Vic
Provided pro bono studio space for
Underexposed Arts to photograph
their next generation of portraits of
emerging Black creative artists and
leaders

Created a package of pro-bono
support for Mawa, the UK’s first
all-Black, all-female Shakespeare
Company

Mountview LIVE sessions with Noma Dumezweni, Lenny Henry, Kwame Kwei-Armah, Adrian Lester and Lin-Manuel Miranda with Giles Terera, Ben Lafayette and Jasper Ryan-Cater. Mawa Theatre Company.

SUPPORT AND CONNECT
Seek opportunities to connect our students and alumni to industry leaders and their peers from Black and other
underrepresented communities

ACTION POINT
Establish a peer
mentorship programme
and forums for support

JUN – DEC 2020

DEC – JUL 2021

AUG – DEC 2021

Recreate (a collective
of psychotherapists
experienced in working
with drama trainers) are
conducting an external
review of our Personal
Tutoring provision. Once
complete the plans for
mentorship will encompass
the findings in its next steps

Offer counsellors
from varied cultural
backgrounds and review
personal tutoring to
provide support around
the issues raised by
Black Lives Matter

Recruited a new roster of
counsellors from diverse
backgrounds

Regularly update
students and staff about
Mountview’s community
and outreach activity

Shared regular updates on
Mountview’s activity to staff
and students

This work is in place and is
ongoing

Undertook a review of
personal tutoring to provide
support around the issues
raised by Black Lives Matter

Shortlisted for Southwark
Business of the Year for
our work supporting local
foodbanks

Ongoing update reports on
Mountview’s activity shared
with staff and students

Ongoing update reports
shared on Mountview’s
activity shared with staff
and students
Shortlisted for Civic Trust
Award and Southwark
Business of the Year ‘Local
Lockdown Hero’ for our
free online classes for local
young people

ADVOCATE
Work as an institution with peer drama schools and cultural industry partners to tackle racism, inequality and injustice

ACTION POINT

JUN – DEC 2020

DEC – JUL 2021
Supported Student Union on training
for students who are stopped and
searched

Address the structures that
perpetuate inequality or
exclusion

Appointed a diverse leadership pairing
with our new Chair and Deputy Chair
who take over in January 2022 and
who are dedicated to continuing and
extending Mountview’s organisational
commitments to equality, diversity and
inclusion

AUG – DEC 2021

Launched Making Sense, an initiative
conceived, developed and delivered
in collaboration with local cultural
partner South London Gallery. Its aim
is to challenge structural inequalities in
creative education practice in schools
and to collectively explore recovery,
inclusion and anti-racism
A pilot project is being delivered at
Harris Academy this autumn with a
view to a wider roll out and further
development of Creative Education
Partnerships across Southwark

Support inter-organisational
learning and develop joined-up
strategies

Worked with the Kiln on developing a
bursary for a Theatre Production Artist

Worked with leading Black theatre
company Talawa to offer training
to sound and lighting creatives in
their 18-25 company with the aim of
helping the participants find careers in
the arts

Take opportunities to lobby
government in support of the
Black Lives Matter movement
and to campaign for equality in
our society

Lobbied in support of the Black Lives
Matter movement

We continue to work with our sector
to affect change

Installed building signage in support
of BLM and championed a change in
language and acronyms used within
Mountview and the industry

NEXT STEPS
Mountview will continue to repeat, review and refresh its work and commitment to
being an anti-racist organisation. Mountview’s incoming CEO, Chair and Deputy
Chair will meet with the Black Lives Matter working group in the new year to
establish a future framework of anti-racism activity that sits within Mountview’s
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion work.

